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INDUSTRY NEWS 

F R O M  B I C  K E Y  D AT E S  

U P C O M I N G   

K E Y  D AT E S  

• National Volunteer Week  

– 8 May to 14 May 

• The International Day of Families 

 – 15 May 

• World Day for Cultural Diversity  

– 21 May 

• Vivid Sydney 2017  

– 26 May to 17 June 

• National Reconciliation Week  

– 27 May to 3 June 

• World No Tobacco Day  

– 31 May 

Dear Team 

 

It has been a busy month with many exciting and positive 

changes to our business. 

 

We are mindful that change can sometimes be 

challenging, however I am confident that together we can 

achieve the common goal which is to grow the business 

and improve the overall service delivery to our clients and 

employees alike.  

 

I am happy to share with you that the overall response 

from our clients has been positive and I am gradually 

getting around to meeting our teams and clients with WA, 

QLD, and VIC already visited, and SA next on the agenda. 

 

I would like to thank everyone for their continued support 

to the growth and success of our business. 

 
 

Tony Carmona 

Executive Director 
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BIC UPDATES 

Welcome to the January to June 2016 edition of our 

DEXUS Clean Scene Biannual Newsletter 

LOOK AT YOUR "Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

Poster" on the wall: 1) Hand Protection – wear gloves at all times 

when cleaning, especially when handling waste, chemicals or 

sharps; 2) Breathing Protection – use a dust mask when handling 

chemicals or whenever you are in an area that is dusty or where 

the air quality is poor; 3) Eye Protection – use goggles when you 

are handling chemicals or when there is a risk of flying particles, 

dust, splashing substances, vapours, aerosols and strong heat 

sources; 4) Ear Protection – always use ear muffs when using any 

noisy equipment; 5) Safety Footwear – use boots and/or non-slip 

shoes when working with water or heavy equipment; 6) Protective 

Clothing – use protective clothing such as aprons and disposable 

overalls etc. when working with harmful chemicals or when there is 

a contamination risk within the working area such as blood, bodily 

fluids and substances etc. 

 

A Take 5 pre-start checklist provides a way for you to identify any 

health, safety and environmental hazards on site. The Take 5 

process involves five steps: 1) Stop - observe the site, take time to 

think about the job; 2) Look - around and identify potential hazards; 

3) Assess - the level of risk involved with the hazards; 4) Plan - 

implement suitable control measures; 5) Safely – complete the task 

investigated promptly, confidentially and impartially. All complaints 

can be directed to your Supervisor, Manager or the HR Manager 

directly. Any incidence of this type of behaviour may result in 

immediate termination. 

 

LOOK AT YOUR "Electrical Safety Poster" on the wall : 1) 

Check your electrical equipment before and after each use, 

especially the leads for kinks, cuts, exposed wires and broken 

plugs. Check that your machine is working well – if faulty or 

damaged, tag the machine with a red "Danger Do Not Operate" 

label and immediately report it to your Supervisor; 2) Never pull 

cords of equipment across sharp objects and never pull cords out 

of the power point from a distance; 3) When collecting the cord 

always start at the machine, never wind the cord around your 

elbow as it will twist the cord and check the cord for damage using 

your fingers as you collect it; 4) All equipment must be thoroughly 

cleaned after each use, including vacuum dust bags. 

** IMPORTANT: failure by any staff, including management to 

follow these procedures may lead to immediate dismissal. ** 

 

REMINDER OF WHS WET FLOOR PROCEDURE: We use Cone 

Wet Floor Signs for all entrances and exits to buildings and also in 

foyers during wet weather and also when cleaning or there is a wet 

floor for any reason. These tall cone signs are more visible and 

must be used at all times in replacement of the folding floor signs 

for these areas. You must use multiple Wet Floor Cones so that 

they are clearly visible from all angles when entering and exiting 

the building. All Wet Floor Cones should be spaced at intervals of 

no greater than 5 to 10 meters so that signs can be seen at all 

times. The number of Wet Floor Cones to use will depend on the 

size of the building so ask your Supervisor if you are not sure. We 

also use Closed for Cleaning Doorway Signs which are suspended 

across doors. These door signs must be used whenever you are 

cleaning any toilet or kitchen area. These areas will be off limits 

during cleaning and will not be accessible to the public under any 

circumstance. Any public who removes these signs must be 

reported to security and your Supervisor immediately.  The signs 

must also remain in place until the floors are completely dry, 

especially after mopping - you will need multiple door signs so that 

you can leave them in place to allow the floors to dry so, ask your 

Supervisor if you do not have enough signs. Staff must check the 

floor before removing the signs to ensure that they are dry. These 

door signs are to be used at all times - during and after hours. 

W O R K P L A C E  H E A LT H  &  S A F E T Y  U P D AT E  
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BIC UPDATES 

Welcome to the January to June 2016 edition of our 

DEXUS Clean Scene Biannual Newsletter 

I just wanted to say a big thank you 

to your staff for their assistance with 

the rubbish removal whilst the road 

works were taking place in Charles 

Street. 

 

In case you are not fully aware, for 

six nights during the works 

Cleanaway were unable to access 

our loading dock. 

During this time your staff took all 

building rubbish to the front of the 

building and returned the bins to the 

waste room ( on occasion after 

knock off time). 

 

Odiously this was of great 

assistance in avoiding mess, build-

up of waste and odour within the 

building. 

 

Can you please let them know of our 

appreciation. 

  

Peter Dooley  

CBRE 

Peter Cooper 

CBA Kempsey 

 

Peter has been working with BIC for years. During 

this time he has produced a very high standard of 

work. He has been praised for his eye for detail 

and attending to the sites requests.  

 

Peter goes above and beyond for his sites. During 

the floods he went above his duties and worked 

extra time to make sure the job was done. We 

commend him for his positive attitude and 

professional nature. He is an integral part of the 

BIC Team.  

 

Mark Henry 

Area Manager 

E M P L O Y E E  O F  T H E  M O N T H  

P O S I T I V E  F E E D B A C K  

Just wanted to pass on my thanks 

for the great effort by you all 

yesterday in the emergency on level 

5. The tenant was really distressed 

as it’s a new fit out for them and to 

see the waterfall coming out of 

ceiling yesterday morning really 

sent shock waves through them. By 

the end of the day they were much 

happier to see how all the services 

pulled together to rectify the 

emergency at the time and find 

solutions for the future so their 

great fit out can return to normal 

ASAP. 

  

It certainly wasn’t a pleasant task. 

  

Once again, Thanks for your 

assistance. 

 

Paul Kleiner  

Snr Facilities Manager 

DEXUS 

I would like to take this opportunity to 

re-inforce the below comments by our 

tenants and thank Kiran and the team 

for their ongoing efforts at 1 Bligh St. 

 

It is fantastic to see the excellent level 

of service acknowledged. 

                                                                                                                    

Both David and I gratefully receive this 

feedback considering the other 

buildings we are compared against. 

 

I fully support this, and this must have a 

relation the vision and care that the 

Building Management Team have in 

place for the tenants at One Bligh. You 

guys have in the past and still to this 

date the best building management 

team that we work with, and through my 

interactions with Kiran personally, his 

proactive approach to accommodate 

our needs and in paying attention to 

detail is exceptional. 

 

Ben Guirreri  

DEXUS 
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